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An issue in large sale omputing of unsteady phenomena is the role played
by round-o errors. These errors an aumulate in long integrations leading
to major dierenes in the omputed quantities suh as rainfall. Computations
with the same ode at dierent preisions (single, double and arbitrary prei-
sion) have been made to assess the role of round-o. For the study, Varsha2C
and Varsha2C-MP, C and multi-preision versions of the spetral, hydrostati
Varsha GCM have been used. Varsha2C-MP uses the ARPREC library for
omputing using an arbitrary number of digits.
We nd that even for sequential runs, round-o auses solutions to dier
beyond 12 days when two dierent proessors are used. With the same proes-
sors, the results of parallel runs made using a dierent number of proessors
dier signiantly after 10 days, due to the round-o errors in the global sum-
mation operations. Use of double preision and hanging the ommuniation
strategy redues the dierenes by about 10 %. With the use of multi-preision,
repeatable results, both aross dierent proessor types and dierent number
of proessors, an be obtained for up to 30 days of integration, provided 64 or
more digits are used for the omputing. For the Lorenz system of equations,
however, preision has no signiant eet on the results. Calulations using
up to 2048 digits show that given the same initial perturbation, the time at
whih two solutions diverge (by order 1) does not depend on the preision.
These results suggest that, for long integrations of meteorologial models, far
more areful omputing is required than is generally appreiated.
Keywords: Round-o errors, multi-preision omputing, Varsha GCM
1. Introdution
The eld of meteorologial omputing is omplex and has many dimen-
sions to it. To obtain realisti and meaningful results one has to ensure
that the physial model adopted, and the simplifying assumptions, numer-
ial approximations made are reasonable; the algorithms and the omputer
ode used are orret; and nally that the mahine does give the intended
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output. While there is an extensive literature on modelling and numeris,
there is relatively less work on the ode and mahine dependent parts even
though it is known to pratitioners that some results are sensitive to the
operating system and even the ompiler optimizations used. With the use
of massively parallel arhitetures and heterogeneous environments (in grid
omputing), the issue of reproduible results aross dierent proessor types
and varying number of proessors assumes even greater importane. The
growth of round-o errors is not usually a problem for short (3 days) to
medium range (7-10 days) integrations, but has to be addressed for longer
(30 day, seasonal or limate) integrations. Sine one is trying to isolate the
eet of some small parameter, like variations in CO
2
onentration, it is
important to ensure that there is no numerial noise louding the results.
We approah this problem by looking at what eet using a higher num-
ber of digits has on the results of 30 day simulations using the Varsha GCM
of the National Aerospae Laboratories (NAL) Bangalore. The quantity of
interest is the monsoon rainfall over India. The C version of the Varsha
GCM was modied to enable multi-preision omputing for this study. We
nd that the preision used has a signiant impat on the omputations
beyond ten days of integration.
The organization of this paper is as follows. A brief desription of the
Varsha GCM and its dierent versions is given in setion 2. The main results
with the GCM omputations are presented in setion 3 and results with the
simple Lorenz model in 4. The disussion and onlusions are in setion 5.
2. Varsha GCM
The Varsha GCM ode version 1.0. is a hydrostati spetral general iru-
lation model developed at the National Aerospae Laboratories (NAL) as
part of the Government of India's NMITLI projet. The ode has its roots
in the GCM T-80 ode of National Centre for Medium Range Weather Fore-
asts (NCMRWF), India. The NCMRWF ode was in turn based on NCEP
spetral model [1℄. This ode was ported to a UNIX platform from the
CRAY spei vetorized ode and parallelized for a distributed memory
(MPI type library) by NAL [2℄ in 1993. It was subsequently re-engineered [3℄
using FORTRAN 90 and, as part of the NMITLI projet, new radiation and
boundary layer modules were added [4℄. The model an be run at dier-
ent spetral trunation as well as physial grid resolutions. The number of
vertial layers is 18 and the physial parameterizations inlude the Kuo-
Anthes umulus sheme. The shortwave radiation is omputed as desribed
in Sinha et al 1994 [2℄, while there are two options for the long wave radi-
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ation omputation: (i) The Fels-Shwarzko sheme and (ii) a new sheme
devised for Varsha based on Varghese et al [5℄. For the boundary layer the
options are (i) the Monin-Obukhov saling along with a gustiness parame-
ter, and (ii) a new boundary layer sheme based on the saling arguments
of Rao and Narasimha [6℄.
In addition to Varsha 1.0, Varsha2C, a new ode written ompletely in
ANSI C, has been developed. This version has the added feature of being
able to hange from single to double preision run with the hange of a
ompile time ag. Another version the Varsha2C-MP, whih an alulate
quantities to an arbitrary number of digits, is desribed in more detail in
the next setion.
2.1. Multi-preision version of Varsha GCM
Fig. 1. Segments of the Varsha2C-MP ode showing the hanges required to use the
multi-preision data type mp real and ontrol the number of digits.
Varsha2C-MP, the multi-preision version of the Varsha GCM, uses the
ARPREC multi-preision library to alulate quantities to an arbitrary
number of digits. The ARPREC pakage an perform arbitrary-preision
arithmeti [7℄. It is written in C++ and is portable aross many platforms.
A new type all mp real an be dened and all the usual arithmeti oper-
ations performed on variables of this type. The number of digits used for
omputation an be set at run time depending on the memory available.
The main advantage is that existing odes an be onverted to use this data
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type with minimal hanges.
Sine the ARPREC pakage an be linked to C++ programs, some mi-
nor hanges were required to ast the Varsha2C into a C++ ompatible
ode. Code segments showing the delaration of the mp real data type and
the funtion all to set the number of digits are shown in Figure 1. While
ARPREC and similar multi-preision pakages have been used for studies
in number theory and vortex sheet omputations, to the knowledge of the
authors, Varsha2C-MP is the rst ode of this omplexity (spetral atmo-
spheri GCM with over 25 thousand lines of ode) to be software-engineered
for arbitrary preision omputing.
3. Results
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the all India rainfall omputed with sequential runs of the Varsha
1.0 ode on Intel Pentium and Xeon proessors.
There are two reasons for using rainfall as a variable for studying the
sensitivity of the omputation to the preision used. It is rst of all an
important quantity during the monsoon in India [8℄. Seondly rainfall pa-
rameterizations usually have onditional statements, table lookups (for the
moist adiabat proesses), making the omputed rainfall a very sensitive
quantity. The All India rainfall, whih is the sum over all the grid-points
within the ountry, further makes the variable even more sensitive to small
shifts in the spatial patterns. Other quantities like wind veloities and tem-
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perature are smoother, and dierenes are seen only after a longer period
of integration.
All the results reported here were started with the initial onditions for
1 July 2005. This month was haraterized by two peaks in the rainfall over
India. The rst peak, was due to heavy rainfall over Gujarat in the rst
week and the seond peak in the fourth week due to very heavy rainfall over
Maharastra, in partiular Mumbai. One month integrations were arried
out. For the single and double preision runs, the horizontal resolution was
120 spetral modes and 80 km physial grid.
All the omputations were performed on the Flosolver series of parallel
omputers [9,10℄. The Flosolver Mk6 whih uses Intel Pentium proessors
and the Mk6-X (with Intel Xeon proessors) were used. The ompilers used
were the Intel Fortran ompiler for the Varsha GCM 1.0 and the GNU g
for Varsha2C and Varsha2C-MP.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the all India rainfall omputed using the parallel Varsha2C ode
at single preision on Flosolver MK6-X, when the number of proessors is varied.
First the lak of repeatability even with a sequential ode is shown. In
g. 2, the all India rainfall omputed on Intel Pentium and Xeon proessors
with the Varsha 1.0 ode is shown. One an see that the solutions diverge
after around 12 days.
The eet of using a dierent number of proessors is seen from Fig.
3. With the Varsha2C ode run on one, four and eight proessors, the
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dierene in results may be seen from around day 8. The reason for this
behaviour is due to the presene of round-o errors during the alulation
of the global sums from the partial sums omputed on eah proessor. The
global sums are required during the transformation of prognosti variable
tendenies from physial to spetral domain. This is onrmed by redu-
tion of suh deviations when a higher number of digits is used (results are
presented in the following setions).
3.1. Eet of double preision and ordered summation
The eet of using double preision is seen from Fig. 4. One an see that
there are dierenes in results starting from around day 10. As ompared
to the single preision runs, there is an improvement, but not very muh.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the all India rainfall omputed using the parallel Varsha2C ode
at double preision on Flosolver MK6-X, when the number of proessors is varied.
A major portion of the ommuniation in the Varsha GCM is taken by
global sums and global maxima (MPI ALLREDUCE alls). Various opti-
mizations are possible for these global operations, depending on the mahine
arhiteture. However, these optimizations ome at the expense of hanging
the order of summations, whih an hange the results. The role of various
strategies of summation has been studied by He and Ding [11℄. To redue
suh errors, the ommuniation alls were hanged as follows.
The global summations were arried out by transferring the partial sums
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the all India rainfall omputed using the parallel Varsha2C ode
at single preision, with order of summation maintained, on Flosolver MK6-X, when the
number of proessors is varied.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the all India rainfall omputed using the parallel Varsha2C ode
at double preision, with order of summation maintained, on Flosolver MK6-X, when
the number of proessors is varied.
to one proessor, performing the summation and then broadasting the
result to all the proessors. This is of ourse an ineÆient method but
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redues the errors introdued due to hanging the order of summation. The
results using this strategy are shown in gures 5 and 6. The spread between
the omputations on a dierent number of proessors redues, but still there
are signiant dierenes after around 12 days.
3.2. Multi-preision
We now report results using the Varsha2C-MP ode. All the runs were
started with the initial onditions for 1 July 2005. For the multi-preision
runs, the horizontal resolution was 60 spetral modes and 150 km physial
grid. 32, 64 and 128 digits were used. This lower resolution was due to
limitations of the memory and the need to get the results in a reasonable
amount of time. The 128 digit runs for example took around 10 days of real
time.
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Fig. 7. Variation of the all India rainfall omputed at dierent preisions, using the
parallel Varsha2C-MP ode and four proessors.
The global summations were arried by transferring the partial sums to
one proessor, performing the summation and then broadasting the result
to all the proessors, sine the library does not handle operations with the
mp real data-type at present.
The eet of preision for a xed number of proessors (four) is shown
in Fig. 7. While the single and double preision urves vary, there is on-
vergene for 64 and 128 digits.
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Fig. 8. Variation of the all India rainfall omputed using dierent numbers of proessors
and dierent preision levels (64 and 128 digits) with the parallel Varsha2C-MP ode.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the all India rainfall omputed at a preision of 64 digits, on four
Xeon proessors and sixteen Pentium proessors.
The dependene on the number of proessors for preision levels of 64
and 128 digits is shown in gure 8. One an see that repeatable results are
obtained in ontrast to the single and double preision runs. There are only
minor dierenes (around 5 %) in the omputed rainfall beyond 25 days.
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In gure 9, a omparison of the rainfall, omputed using 64 digits, on
four Xeon proessors and sixteen Pentium proessors, is made. The agree-
ment between the results, made on dierent proessor types and dierent
number of proessors is in ontrast to the divergene for sequential runs
using single preision (Fig. 2 ).
3.3. Spatial patterns
Contours of rainfall for dierent preisions are shown in gures 10, 11 and
12. After ten days, there are only very minor dierenes between the double-
preision and higher preision runs. After twenty days of integration, dier-
enes between DP and MP-128 (taken as referene) are evident. By thirty
days, MP-32 is dierent signiantly. There are some dierenes between
MP-64 and MP-128 runs also.
Fig. 10. Rainfall ontours after ten days of integration with the Varsha2C-MP ode
at dierent preisions. DP : Double preision, MP-32 : 32 digits, MP-64 : 64 digits and
MP-128 : 128 digits.
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Fig. 11. Rainfall ontours after twenty days of integration with the Varsha2C-MP ode
at dierent preisions. DP : Double preision, MP-32 : 32 digits, MP-64 : 64 digits and
MP-128 : 128 digits.
Fig. 12. Rainfall ontours after thirty days of integration with the Varsha2C-MP ode
at dierent preisions. DP : Double preision, MP-32 : 32 digits, MP-64 : 64 digits and
MP-128 : 128 digits.
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4. Tests with the Lorenz model
The Lorenz system of equations [12℄ is very well known and led to the rapid
growth of the eld of haos. The \buttery eet", where in a small hange
in the initial onditions an lead to order one hanges in the solution after
some time, has had a major inuene on how both the sienti ommunity
and the general publi view weather and limate. The Lorenz system has
also been used widely for a number of studies, inluding some of the reent
innovative works in data assimilation [13℄. The motivation for the study
was the non-repeatability of numerial results on the omputer, when a
model run was restarted. The dierenes between the original omputation
and the one following a restart was due to the trunation of the number of
digits when the results were stored. This small perturbation in the initial
onditions (for the run started from the stored values) grew rapidly and
made the results dier from the original single run.
In the previous setion, we have shown that repeatable results an be
obtained using a higher number of digits. The deviation due to round-o
is learly isolated. It is natural to ask what eet preision has when there
is a perturbation of the initial onditions (as would be done in ensemble
simulations). Suh simulations with the Varsha GCM are omputationally
expensive and will be arried out at a later date. Meanwhile, tests with the
Lorenz model have been done and are desribed in this setion.
The Lorenz system of three oupled ODEs are
_x = s(y   x)
_y = rx  y   xz
_z = xy   bz (1)
.
Here x, y and z are the dependent variables and s, r and b are pa-
rameters. The usual values of these parameters are s = 10, r = 28 and
b = 8=3. The method of solution is to start with some initial values of x,
y, z and integrate the oupled ordinary dierential equations using a time
integration sheme.
The fourth order Runge-Kutta sheme has been used here. If one on-
siders x, y and z to be the o-ordinates of a point in three dimensions, the
trajetory is of interest. This is a funtion of the initial onditions and the
parameters s, r and b. For most initial onditions, after a ertain time,
the trajetory lies in a region of spae whih is independent of the initial
onditions. This set is alled an attrator.
It is useful to see how the trajetories of two initial onditions whih
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Fig. 13. Sensitivity of the solution to small hanges in the initial ondition. The values
of x o-ordinate as funtion of time is plotted for the ontrol and perturbed (x(0) =
x(0)
ontrol
+ Æ) run. The double preision results are shown here.
dier by a small amount behave with time. The sensitivity of the solution
to small hanges in the initial ondition, with alulation made at double-
preision, is shown in gure 13. For the ontrol run the initial values of x, y
and z were 1,1,1 respetively. For the perturbed run, x(0) = x(0)
ontrol
+ Æ
and Æ was set to 10
 10
for most of the studies. One an see from the gure
that the solutions diverge after around t = 32.
Similar omputations were made doubling the number of digits sues-
sively. Up to 2048 digits were used. For alulation with higher preision, the
results are very similar to the double-preision results. The times at whih
solutions (ontrol and perturbed runs) diverge by an amount  (1:0 10
 2
) was found to be 31:89 for alulation at all the preision levels (from dou-
ble preision upto 2048 digits). It is to be noted that the the time step is
0.01. This is not to say that preision has no eet on the solution. From
table 1 one an see that there are hanges in the values of the solution om-
puted with double preision as ompared to the 2048 digit omputation at
t = 30 and and t = 40. The nature of the solution (where haos starts) does
not hange with the preision. If Æ is dereased, the time at whih there is
signiant departure inreases.
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Table 1.
Values of x at dierent times for runs with dierent preisions
20.000 30.000 40.000
DP 13.47290574333027 9.866860933476248 -8.743318752850055
MP-16 13.47290574339619 9.866859443550267 -8.534596463420804
MP-32 13.47290574339619 9.866859443550123 -8.534596443596334
MP-64 13.47290574339619 9.866859443550123 -8.534596443596334
MP-128 13.47290574339619 9.866859443550123 -8.534596443596334
MP-512 13.47290574339619 9.866859443550123 -8.534596443596334
MP-1024 13.47290574339619 9.866859443550123 -8.534596443596334
MP-2048 13.47290574339619 9.866859443550123 -8.534596443596334
5. Disussion and onlusions
A omplete atmospheri GCM, Varsha2C-MP, with the apability of per-
forming alulations with any desired number of digits (within memory and
CPU time limitations) has been developed at NAL. This ode is a useful
tool to study the eets that round-o errors an have on the omputations
and an be used for integrations where high preision is required.
Computations with the Varsha2C-MP ode learly show that by using a
higher number of digits, the spread of round-o errors an be minimized. It
takes 64-digits preision for one month simulations to be done with repeat-
able results both aross dierent proessor types and number of proessors.
The impliations of this study are as follows: Round o errors annot be
ignored in long-term GCM simulations (suh as seasonal runs) as they an
ause signiant dierenes in the omputed atmospheri elds, espeially
rainfall depending on proessor type and number of proessors used in a
parallel mahine. The deviations in the numerial solution due to round-o
errors, while signiant, are not like the deviations seen in haoti systems.
For the simple Lorenz model, preision has a minor eet but does not
hange the nature of the solution.
For omplex systems one must be areful to distinguish between intrinsi
haoti behaviour of the system and deviations due to round-o errors. This
study has demonstrated that multi-preision omputing provides a means
of distiguishing between the two.
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